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The international solar-terrestrial physics community had recognized the importance of space weather 
more than a decade ago, which resulted in a number of international collaborative activities such as the 
Climate and Weather of the Sun Earth System (CAWSES) by the Scientific Committee on Solar Terrestrial 
Physics (SCOSTEP). The CAWSES program is the current major scientific program of SCOSTEP that will 
continue until the end of the year 2013.  The CAWSES program has brought scientists from all over the 
world together to tackle the scientific issues behind the Sun-Earth connected system and explore ways 
of helping the human society. In addition to the vast array of space instruments, ground based 
instruments have been deployed, which not only filled voids in data coverage, but also inducted young 
scientists from developing countries into the scientific community. This paper presents a summary of 
CAWSES and other SCOSTEP activities that promote space weather science via complementary 
approaches in international scientific collaborations, capacity building, and public outreach. 
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